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ABSTRACT 
The injective stability for the general linear group modulo elementary matrices 
begins at one plus the stable range of the ring of entries. At one step earlier, the kernel 
of stabilization is perhaps larger than the group of elementary matrices. Using a 
Dieudonn&style determinant, it is shown that this kernel is generated by matrices of 
the form (1 + XY )/(l + YX), under certain conditions on the ring of entries, or in the 
relative case, on the ideal. For any ideal of stable rank one, the kernel is given in terms 
of generators (X + 2 + XYZ)/( X + 2 + ZYX). Under somewhat stronger conditions, 
the kernel is shown to be a commutator subgroup. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
If M is an invertible matrix over a field A, then M can be row reduced 
by elementary addition operations to the form diag( a, 1,. . . , 1). Then a is the 
determinant of the matrix M. DieudonnC demonstrated that the same row 
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reduction is possible if A is a skew field, but that the “determinant” a is only 
unique up to multiplication by elements of [A*, A*]. When A is an arbitrary 
ring, such row reductions from GL,(A) to GL,(A) are not always possible, 
and even when they are, the uniqueness requires multiplication from a larger 
group than [A*, A*] in general. 
If B is an ideal of the ring A, the kernel of GL,(A) -+ GL,(A/B) is 
denoted by GL,(B). Then E,(B) is the group obtained from the m-by-m 
identity matrix by the elementary row operations which add a multiple of one 
row to another, the multiplier coming from B. The normal subgroup of 
E,(A) generated by E,(B) is denoted by E,(A, B). 
If the stable rank of B is n, a row-reduction “determinant” is possible 
from GL,+,(B) to GL,(B) (f or m > n), with values that are unique in 
GL,(W/E,(A, W. ‘~3 e row operations required are those which generate 
E,(B). A row reduction from GL,+i(B) to GL,(B) is also possible, but 
uniqueness seems to require values in GL,( B)/X for some possibly larger 
group X 2 E,(A, B). A candidate for X is a group V,(A, B) defined by the 
first author for this purpose in [13], where he proved that V,(A, B) = 
E,(A, B) for m > n. 
In this paper we prove that V,( A, B) is the correct X for a row-reduction 
determinant as long as A and B satisfy certain conditions. When B = A and 
the stable rank of A is 1, our results have already been proved under some 
equivalent conditions on A. (See [lo] and [21].) 
Section 1 is devoted to the statement of our results, Section 2 to the 
development of a generalized determinant, and the remaining sections to the 
proofs of the theorems of Section 1. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND RESULTS 
Throughout this paper, A denotes an associative ring with unit, and B 
denotes a two-sided ideal of A. For any-ring C (with or without unit), rad(C) 
denotes the Jacobson radical of C, and C denotes the quotient ring C/rad(C). 
The invertible m-by-m matrices over A form a group GL,(A) under 
matrix multiplication, and we make the standard identifications: 
M= !!I-!! EGL [ 1 0: 1 *+,(A) 
for each M in GL,(A). The kernel of the canonical entrywise map GL,( A) 
+ GL,( A/B) is denoted by GL,( B). The group E,(B) is the subgroup of 
GL,( B) generated by matrices which differ from the n by n identity matrix 
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only in one off-diagonal entry, which lies in B. Then E,(A, B) denotes the 
normal closure of E,(B) in E,(A). 
A list x0, xi,. . . , x,-i, 1 + x,, with each xi in B, is called B-unimodulur 
if 
Br,+Bx,+ -*. +ZIx,-,+B(l+x,)=B. 
Such a list is B-unimodular if and only if it is A-unimodular. 
The stable rank sr(B) of B is the least positive integer n for which, for 
any B-unimodular list x0, xi,. . ., xn-,,l+ x,, there exist yi,. .., y, in B such 
that the shorter list 
is also B-unimodular. 
When sr( B) = n, the canonical map ( = Whitehead-Bass determinant) 
wd,:GL,(B) + 
%n+dB) 
E 
nl+l(A~ B) 
= &(A, B) 
is surjective for m > n, and has kernel E,(A, B) for m 2 n + 1 (see [l, 3, 14, 
151). In this paper, we study ker(wd,) = GL,( B) r\ E,, 1( A, B) for n = sr( B). 
In [14] it is shown that this kernel includes the group V,( A, B) generated 
by all matrices (I, + XY)(Z, + YX)-‘, where I, is the n-by-n identity 
matrix, X E M,(B), Y E M,(A), and I, + YX E GL,( B). Note that the 
condition I, + YX E GL,( B) is equivalent to the condition I, + YX E 
GL,(A), and also to I, + XY E GL,(B); for proof, see [14]. 
By elementary arguments given in [13, 141, V,,(A, B) contains the com- 
mutator subgroup [GL,(A),GL,( B)], as well as E,(A, B); and V,,(A, B) is 
a normal subgroup of GL,(A). 
In [ 141 it was conjectured that ker(wd ,,) = V,( A, B) when A is finite as a 
module over a central subring whose space of maximal ideals is noetherian of 
dimension n - 1. [Under these conditions, sr( B) < n for every ideal B.] This 
was proved in [13] when n = 1 or A= A/rad( A) is a domain. Later, the first 
author proved the conjecture in general (see [16, $81; a detailed proof 
appeared in [8]). 
Here we prove that ker(wd “) = V,,( A, B) when n = sr( B), under any of 
three conditions on A, B. We now describe these conditions. 
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The first condition is: 
(la) B = B/rad( B) is a vector space over the real numbers 89, and for 
any b in B and c in A, 1+ c(b- r) belongs to GL,(B) for all real numbers T 
of sufficiently small absolute value. 
This holds, for example, if A is a Banach algebra, or if B is a Banach algebra 
for which left multiplication by any a in A is continuous. 
The next condition is weaker than the twofold n-stable range condition on 
A (called SRt+r in [7, p. 219]), and is satisfied when, for example, A is finite 
as a module over a central subring whose space of maximal ideals is the union 
of a finite number of noetherian subsets of dimension < h - 1, and rr > 2. 
(For proof, see [6, Theorem 61.) 
(lb) sr( B) = n z 2, and for the last rows (c, d) and (c’, d’) of any two 
matrices in GL, + r( A) (where d, d’ E A), there are length-n columns b and 
b’ over A and a length-n row c” over A with (c + dc”)b = 1= (c’ + d’c”)b’. 
When n = 1 we replace (lb) with the weaker condition: 
(lc) sr(B) = n = 1, and for any a, b in B with aB +(l + b)B = B, there 
is some t in GL,(B) for which a +(l+ b)t E GL,(B). 
When B = A, condition (lc) is the unit l-stable range condition, which is 
stronger than the l-stable range condition sr( A) = 1 (which does not require t 
to be a unit). 
THEOREM 1. Suppose n = sr( B) is finite, and one of the conditions (la), 
(lb), M (1~) is true. T~CTI GL,(B)nE,+,(A,B) =V,,(A,B), SO that wd, 
induces an iscmmphi.m: GL,(B)/V,(A, B) I K,(A, B). 
In the special case where B = A, this theorem was proved under condi- 
tion (lc) in [lo]. 
We do not know any example of an ideal B with sr(B) = n and 
GL,(B)n E,+I(A, B) f V,(A, B), but we believe such examples exist for 
every n. When B = A, and sr(A) = 1, a description of GL,( A)n E,(A) is 
given in [lo]. We generalize this result to any ideal B: 
THEOREM 2. Assume sr( B) = 1. Then GL,( B) n E,( A, B) = W,( A, B), 
SO that GL,( B)/ W,( A, B) z K,( A, B), where W,( A, B) is the subgroup of 
GL,(B) generated by all elermmts of the form 
(x + 2 + xyz)(x + 2 + zyx) -I 
with x in B, y in A, z in 1+ B, and x + z + xyz in GL,( B). 
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In Lemma 15 below, we give easy arguments showing that V,( A, B) c 
W,(A, B) and that W,(A, B) vanishes in K,(A, B) for all rings A and 
ideals B. 
If A is a C*-algebra satisfying the unitary l-stable range condition (which 
is equivalent for C*-algebras A to sr(A) = 1 by [S, 12, 19]), then according to 
Theorem 1.3 of [lo], 
VAAA = [GL,(A),GL,(A)]. 
To generalize this result, consider the condition on a ring A: 
(3) For any a, a’ in A, there is some u in GL,(A) for which a + u, 
1 + a’u belong to GL,( A). 
This holds, for instance, when A is a Banach algebra with GL i( A) dense in 
A (that is, tsr( A) = 1 in the sense of [12]). In particular it holds for any 
C*-algebra A with sr(A) = 1 (see [S]). Further, condition (3) implies A 
satisfies the unit l-stable range condition, so that for each ideal B, s(B) = 
sr( A) = 1. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose condition (3) holds for a ring A. Then for any 
ideal B satisfying condition (lc), GL,(B) n &(A, B) = V,(A, B) = 
[GL,(A),GL,(B)], so that 
W(B) 
[GL,( A),GL,( B)] z K1(A’ B)’ 
An absolute version of this theorem (A = B) has appeared in [21], but our 
proof was derived before we were aware of [21]. 
2. A GENERALIZED DETERMINANT 
For notational convenience we represent each matrix in GL,, i(A) in 
twoby-two block form: 
a b [ 1 c d 
where a E M,(A), b is an n-column, c is an n-row, and d E A. Unless 
otherwise indicated, this twoby-two notation always denotes a member of 
GL,+,( A), blocked in this way. 
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Consider the following three subgroups of GL n + ,(A): 
U= L * I[ 1 E GL.+,(B$ L= 0 1 E %+,(A))~ 
D= 
Since D normalizes both U and L, DL = LD is a subgroup of GL,+i(A), 
and DU = UD is a subgroup of GL,, i( B). 
The set S, = UDL = ULD = DUL consists of all matrices (Y = (q, j) in 
GL+l(A)forwhich s+~,~+~ ~GL,(B)and(ly-Z,)i,j~Bunlessi=n+l 
and j < n. Every matrix in S, can be written as a product in UDL in exactly 
one way: 
We define wi: S, + GL,( B)/V,,( A, B) by 
=d(u - bd-lc)V,(A, B), 
where the first factor d is identified with 
E GL,( B). 
Thus if 6 E D, then wl of any element of U6L = 6UL = UL6 is just w,(S). 
Note that wi restricts to the canonical map on GL,( B) = 
GL@) o ,-D,-S 
0 1 1 1’ 
LEMMA 4. Suppose a E S,, S E D, /3 E U, and y E L. Then: 
(a) c&y ES, and wl(&y) = w,(cy)w,(S). 
(b) /36aE s, and wl(psa) = wl(G)wl(a). 
(c) ZfCYP ES, then wl(t$) = wl(a). 
(d) Zf ycu E S, then wl(ycu) = wl(cx). 
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Proof. Since [GL,( B), GL,( B)] c V,( A, B), wi restricts to a homomor- 
phism on D. Parts (a) and (h) now follow from the fact that D normalizes L 
and U. 
Parts (c) and (d) assert that if 6,, 6, E D then ~~(6,) = ~,(a,) provided 
either 
UG,LU CT U&L or LUG,L n U&L 
is nonempty. But from an element of either intersection, one can readily 
produce an element x of 
LU n t.G;%,L. 
Then r has the form 
for some n-row c over A and some n-column b over B. Then 
=(l+cb)[Z,-b(l+cb)-‘c]V,,(A,B), 
where the first factor 1 + cb E GL,( B) is identified with its image in GL,( B). 
In the second factor we can identify c with an n X n matrix whose first row 
is c and other entries are zeros; similarly we can replace the first column of 
an n X n zero matrix with b. Then, modulo V,( A, B), the second factor is 
congruent to 
I,-cb(l+cb)-‘=(Z,+cb)-‘. 
So ~~(6,) = ~~(6,) as desired. n 
When n > 2, we set S, = LS, = LUDL and define a map ws: S, + 
GL,(B)/V,(A, B) by w,(ya) = We for y E L, a ES,. Thus if 6 E D, 
then w2 of each element of LULL is w,(6). The function w2 is well defined 
by Lemma 4(d). 
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LEMMA 5. Suppose n > 2, (Y E S,, and p E U. 
(a) If& ES1 then to,(@)= ~~(a). 
(b) ZfjhES, thf?n w,(/3a)= wz(a). 
(c) If@ E s, then w,(&= u+(a). 
Proof-. Let 
and choose 
y= cl 0 [ 1 c’ 1 
in L for which ya E S,. To prove (a) we must show that if aP ES,, then 
wl( ya) = wl( up); that is, 
(d + c’b)(a - b(d + c’b) -‘(c + da)) 
Case 1: a = I, + uu for an n-colwnn 0 over B and an n-row u over A. 
Then, module V,( A, B), 
a-b(d+c’b)-*(c+c’a)=Z,+[u -b] (d+c,b)yyc+c,a) 
i 1 
f I, + 
[ (d+c’b)“(c+c’a) [’ -bl’ 1 
which we denote by a’. Here zeros are inserted to fill out the permuted 
matrices to n x n matrices, but in fact, 
1+uu - ub 
+ c’b) -‘(c + c’a)v 1- (d + c’b) -‘(c +c’a)b I 
belongs to GL,(B) c GL,(B). Working with 2 X2 matrices, and using the 
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relative Whitehead lemma and the fact that E,(A, B) c V,(A, B), we have 
WAY4 = Wl 
i[ 
d+gCfb #) =wl([; d+Oc.b]u’) 
l+UU - ub =wl 
(c+c’a)u d+c’b-(c+c’a)b Ii 
=W1 
l+uu -ub 
cv I) d-cb ’ 
Similarly, modulo V,( A, B), 
a - (b + ub’)( d + cb’) -lc=k,+[~ -(b+ub’)(d+cb’)-‘1 
-L+[;][U - (b + ab’)( d + cb’) 
which we denote by a”. Working, as before, with 2 x 2 matrices, 
w,(@) =wl d+gEb’ 
=w 
1 
([ 
1+uu 
= Wl 
-u(b+ub’) 
cv d +cb’-c(b+ub’) 
1+uu 
=wl 
-u(b+ub’) 1 ub’ 
co I[ II d+cb’-c(b+ub’) 0 1 
=wl l+uo -ub 
CO I) d-cb ’ 
u 
[ I C 
-1 13 
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where the a” is moved left by using the fact that V,(A, R) contains 
[GL,(A),GL,(B)]. This proves (a) in case 1. 
General case. We set 
u = - (d + c’b) -‘(c + c’a), 
a’=a+bu. 
By the definitions of y and wr, a’EGL,(B). Set u = - (a’)-‘b. Then 
(a’)-‘a = (a’)-‘(a’- bu) = I, + uu. By the result in case 1, 
wl((a’) p’ap) = w,((a’) -‘a). 
By Lemma 4(b) and the definition of ws, multiplying both sides by wl( a’) 
deletes the (a’)-’ E D from both sides, proving part (a). 
Parts (b) and (c) say exactly that if 6,,6, E D, then w,(S,) = ~~(6,) 
provided either 
ULUS,L fT LUS,L or LUG,LU n LUG,L 
is nonempty. Since U and L are subgroups of GL,+r( A) normalized by D, 
from an element of either intersection one can readily construct an element 
of 
LUG,LU n U6,L. 
Then part (a) implies ~~(6,) = ~~(6,). 
When n = 1, we define 
n 
Notice that for each 6 in 23, 6L’ = L’6. Lemma 4(d) enables us to define a 
map 
w2: LS, + GL,( B)/V,( A, B) 
by ws(ya) = wr(a) for y E L, a E S,, but this map only has the properties 
we need when its domain is restricted to L’S,. So when n = 1, we define 
s, = L’S,. 
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LEMMA 6. Suppose n = 1, 
EU and a= 
(a) If 4’ c S, and c E GL,( B), then wl( a/l) = We. 
03) ZfPaE% then ws(Pa> = wda). 
Proof. By the definition of S, when n = 1, there exists e in GL,( B) with 
SO d - eb = u E GL,(B). Then b = e-‘(d - u). To prove part (a), assume 
c E GL,( B). Since V,( A, B) contains [GL,( B),GL,(A)], 
44 = Wl 
([ 
.-“, 
b 
u I) 
=,,(.[a-bu-‘(c-ea)]) 
=,,([a-bu-‘(c-ea)]u) 
= wl( e-l[ l+du-‘(eat-‘-l)]cu) 
=~,(e-l[l+(eac-‘-l)du-‘]cu) 
=~,(e-l[l+(eac-l-l)du-‘]uc) 
= Wlh -‘dc - bc). 
Suppose ap E S,. Direct calculation of w1 yields 
=w,((d+cb’)[a-(b+ab’)(d+cb’)-‘cl) 
=w,([a-(b+ab’)(d+cb’)-‘c](d+cb’)) 
=wl m-l- 
CL (b +ab’)(d + cb’) -‘]c(d + cb’)) 
=wl a-‘- 
([ (b+ab’)(d+cb’)-‘](d+cb’)c) 
= w,(ac- ‘dc - bc), 
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proving part (a). 
For part (b), assume /3a E S,. Since a E S, = L’UDL, there is some y in L 
with ay E L’UD. Then the (2,1) entry 2) of ay belongs to GL,( B). Both ay 
and pay belong to S, and have last row [u d]. If 
p,= 1 
[ 
u-‘(1-d) 
0 1 1 ’ 
then j3’ E U and both a# and Pay/?’ belong to S,. By the definition of we, 
Lemma 6(a), and Lemma 4(b), 
w,uw = %(B”Y) = W,(&YB’) = w,bvP’) = W&Y) = q(a). 
Now for any n > 1, we set S, = US,, and define 
wg: s, -+ GL,@)/V,(A, B) 
by wg( Pa) = wz(a) if /!I E V, a E S,. This map is well defined by Lemma 
5(b) when n > 2, and by Lemma 6(b) when n = 1. 
In the case n = 1, S, has an entrywise description: 
s, = ([ 1 ; f; EGL,(A):~-1,&l, DEB, 
andc+dc’EGL,(B)forsomec’inA . 
1 
Indeed, it is straightforward to verify that 
UL’UD=GL,(A)n Gr(i) l+“B ; 
1 1 
and S, = US, = UL’UDL. 
Note that since S, = UL’UDL (n = 1) or ULUDL (n >, 2), it follows that 
S, = US, = S,L = DS, = S,D. 
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LEMMAS. SupposecuES,,PEU,yEL,andSED. 
(4 wgWa) = wl(Qw3(a). 
(b) %(“b) = %(a)wl(o 
(c) Zfn = 1, y’ E L’, and y’ay, ay E UDL’U, then Qy’a) = q(a). 
(d) If n > 2, y’ E L, and y’ay, ay E S&J, then q(y’ol) = q(a). 
Proof. Let L” denote L if n > 2 and L’ if n = 1. If OL belongs to 
UL’WYL for 8’ in D, then 
psff E UNJLTJG’L = UL’TJSS’L, 
and 
afsy E UL”UG’L6L = ULWS’SL. 
Since w1 restricts to a homomorphism on D, parts (a) and @) follow from 
the definition of wg. 
Now suppose y’ E L” and y’ay, cry E UDL”U. IN particular, let a,, 6, E D 
and PI, & E U with 
ay E U6,L”/$ 
and 
y’ay E m,L”p,. 
Then y’~~y/3; ’ belongs to L”UG,L” c S,. It also belongs to US,L”U; so it has 
(2,1) entry in GL,(B) if n = 1. Also 
belongs to U&L” c S,. So by Lemmas 5(a), 6(a), and 7(b), 
WJY’4 = WJY’aY) = w#,) 
= wl( y’ayp;‘) = wz(YtaYK’) 
= w,(&) = W&Y) = w,(a), 
proving parts (c) and (d). 
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LEMMA 8. If sr( B) < n, then 
% = GL+, (B)L = LGL,+#3). 
Proof. Since GL,,+,(B) is a normal subgroup of GL,,+,(A), 
GL,+l(B)L=LGL,+l(B) is a subgroup of GL,+,(A) containing U, L, 
and D. So it also contains S,. 
Assume x(B) < n. Choose any 
(y= a b [ 1 c d E GL,+1(B)L 
and let 
a-l= * [ 1 * E GL+,(Ah c’ d’ 
Suppose 
Then 
clb, + c”b’+ d’d = 1; 
SO 
c,(b,+d)+c”b’+(d’-c,)d=l. 
Left-multiply by 1 - b, - d E B, and rearrange to see that 
A(b,+d)+ i Abi+Axd=A 
i=2 
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where x = (1 - b, - d)(d’- cl). Since sr(B) < n, there are elements 
01,’ . *> v, in B and c;‘; . ., c,” in A with 
c;‘(b,+d+v,xd)+ t c~‘(b,+vixd)=l 
i-2 
Right-multiply 1 - d to get 
where 
b;‘= (1-t qx)(l- d) - b,, 
b;‘=v,x(l-d) -bi (2<i<n) 
belong to B. Taking 
and c” = [c;’ . . . CL’], 
the product 
belongs to S,; so (Y E ULS,, which is S, when n > 2. 
Suppose n = 1. We need only show that c + du E GL,( B) for some u in 
A. Note first that 
belongs to GL,( B), as does its inverse. So for some f in B and g in 1+ B, 
(l-d)cf+dg=l. 
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In the opposite ring A”P, 
fc(l-d)+gd=1, 
and c(1 - d), d - 1 E B”P ( = B as is set), while sr( B”P) = sr( B) = 1, as 
proved in [15]. 
Apply the argument in the second paragraph of the proof, with c(1 - d) 
playing the role of b, and ail operations in A”r, to conclude that 
c(l-d)+d+ud 
has a left inverse in AoP for some o in BQ’. Then 
e=c+d(-c+l+u) 
=(l-d)c+d+du 
has a right inverse y in A, and e E l+ B. By Lemma 9 (below), since 
sr( B) = 1, y is also left inverse to e, and e E GL,( B) as required. n 
We now record some handy tools (used above and in the sequel) for the 
case sr( B) = 1. The simple analogues to these tools may fail if sr( B) >, 2. 
LEMMA 9. Zf sr(B) = 1, xy = 1, and either x M y is in 1 + B, then 
yx = 1. 
Proof. (This was also proved, in a more general form, in [19].) Under the 
hypotheses, both x and y belong to l+ B. Then z = 1 - yx E B. Since 
yx + z = 1, Ax + AZ = A. Since w(B) = 1, A(x + tz) = A for some t in B. 
Also (r+tz)y=xy+tzy=xy-t(y-yry)=Icy=l; so xftzEGL,(A). 
Thus y = (x + tz)-’ E GL,(A) and x = y-r. So yx = 1. n 
LEMMA 10. Zf w(B) = 1, x and y belong to B, ad Ax + A(1 + y) = A, 
thenx+t(l+y)EGL,(B) forsometin l+B. 
Proof. Under these hypotheses, A(1 + y + x) + A(1 + y) = A as well. If 
z=y+x and u=l+y, there exist a,b in A with a(l+z)+bw=l. 
Multiply on the left by - z and add 1 + z to get 
(1-zu)(1+z)+( -zbw)=l. 
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Since l+zEl+B, - zbw E B, and sr(B) = 1, there exists u in B with 
A[l+z+u(-zbw)]=A. That is, A[x+(l-uzb)(l+y)]=A; and t=l 
- uzb E 1 + B. By Lemma 9, x + t(1 + y) E GL,( B). n 
LEMMA 11. Zf sr(B) = 1, t/ren GL,(B) = [L f~ GL,(B)]UD[L f~ 
GL,(WI. 
Proof. Suppose cy E GL,(B) with aI2 = b and a22 = d. Since (Y has a 
left inverse, Ab + Ad = A. Since sr(B) = 1, A(d + tb) = A for some t in B. 
By Lemma 9, d + tb E GL,( B); so the product 
1 0 [ I t 1 aES,=UDL. 
Say it equals p6y for some /3 E U, S E D, and y E L. Solving for y, we see 
that y E L nGL,(B). This proves 
GL,(B) c [LnGL,(B)]UD[LnGL,(B)]. 
The reverse containment is obvious. n 
REMARK. Suppose sr(B) = 1. By Lemma 8, S, c S, = LGL,(B); so LS, 
c S,. Conversely, by Lemma 11, S, = LGL,(B) c LS,. So altogether 
UL’S, = s, = LS,. 
But if a matrix LY belongs to both UL’UG,L and LU6, L, we are unable to 
prove that its two “determinants,” ~~(6,) and wr(S,), agree. As we have 
defined it, ws( a) = wr( 6,). This choice was made so that properties such as 
Lemma 7(a) hold. 
By Lemma 8, when sr( B) Q n we have succeeded in defining a determi- 
nant-like map. 
which restricts to the canonical map on GL,( B). The generators of E,, 1( B) 
belong to the union of U, L, and E,(B), so they are killed by wa. To induce 
an inverse to wd,, however, we need to demonstrate that wg behaves like a 
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homomorphism on GL,, i(B). Th is is the approach taken in several proofs 
below. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 UNDER CONDITION (la) 
LEMMA 12. Zfsr(B) < n and condition (la) h&Is, then wg( ~$3) = WJ a) 
for all a in S, and B in U. 
Proof. Let L” denote L if n >, 2 and L’ if n = 1. Recall that S, = UL”S,. 
By Lemma 4(c), if p’ E U and both a’ and cw’fl’ belong to S,, then 
~,(a’/?) = w~((Y’). By definition of ws, if p” E U and y” E L”, then it 
follows that wa( /Y’y”o’j3’) = wi( &/I’) = wi( a’) = ws( /3”y”ti’). We use this 
twice below. 
Suppose P’E UnGL”+,(rad(B)). Then S,p’= S,, because CL,(B)+ 
rad(B) c GL,(B). So, as above, wa((~B’) = wan for all a in S,. 
Now fix (Y in S, and 
in U. Since B is an W-vector space (say, on the right), we can choose for each 
r in R a representative u(r) in B” of 8. r in B”. By Lemma 8, S, = 
L GL, + i( B); so (YU s S,. By the preceding paragraph, 
for any b’ in [rad(B)]“; so 
does not depend on the choice of V( r ) representing b * r. 
In particular, if &EBB, both o(r)+ Z)(E) and u(r + E) represent b.(r + E); 
so 
W(r+E)=Wg (j; uy][; up]). 
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By definition of S,, 
for some /3” in V, y” in L”, and 
* * [ 1 c d in S, 
so that d E GL,( B). Then 
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Module rad( A), d + cu ( E) = d + c(b. E) = d[ 1 + d- ‘I?(%. E)]. By condition 
(la), if E is sufficiently small, i-t d=%(b-E) E GL,(B). Then d + CD(E) E 
GL,(A)n(l+ B) =GL,(B), and hence 
as well. By the first paragraph of this proof, it follows that W( r + E) = W(T) 
for sufficiently small E. 
Thus W(r) is a locally constant function. Since R is connected, W(r) is 
constant. In particular, ws( e) = W(0) = W(1) = ws( c$). n 
LEMMA 13. Suppose S,V = S, and w3(a/3) = w3( a) whenever a E S, 
and p E V. Zf 12 = 1 assume also that sr( B) = 1. Then 
En+&% @n%(B) =V,(A, B). 
Proof. Define H to be the set of matrices E in S, for which Ss.s = S, and 
ws( (YE) = ws( a) for aB (Y in S,. Evidently, H is a subgroup of GL,, i( A). By 
Lemma 7(b), H contains L. And by hypothesis, H contains V. It only 
remains to prove that H contains E,+l(A, B), since in that case, any 01 in 
GL,(B)n E,+,(A, B) satisfies wi(a) = ws((~) = ws(o~) = w~(Z,,+~CX) = 
wg(Zn+i) = 1, proving (Y E V,,(A, B). 
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When n > 2, the subgroup generated by L and I.7 contains E,, i( A, B), 
as in [8, Lemma (2.2)]. Wh en n = 1, the following lemma completes the 
proof: 
LEMMA 14. Suppose sr(B) = 1. Then: 
(a) Every matrix in E,(A, B) is a product of a matrix in E,(B) and a 
matrix S in D with w,(6) = 1; 
(b) E,( A, B) is contained in the subgroup generated by L and U. 
Proof. Since D normalizes E,(B), the set 
G=E,(B).[Dnw;‘(l)] 
is a subgroup of GL,(B). To show E,(A, B) C G, it suffices to prove that G 
is normalized by the elementary matrices generating E,(A). It is routine to 
check that such elementary matrices conjugate D n w; ‘(1) into G. Since G 
is normalized by 
0 1 [ 1 1 0’ 
it suffices to prove that 
for each y in A and x in B. 
Since sr(B) = 1, there is some z in B for which 
u=l+yx+zx 
has a left inverse in 1 + B; by Lemma 9, u E GL,(B). Then 
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where 
t=l-xy-xu-‘(z-ZXy-yry) 
a= [ -‘, ;I[:, y][ (z--Xy!yxy)t-l !f]k rt
belongs to G, proving part (a). 
The subgroup generated by L and U certainly contains E,(B). By part 
(a) it is sufficient to express every element 6 of D n w; ‘(1) as a product of 
matrices from L to U. Such a 8 equals 
a 0 [ 1 0 d 
where ud = I’ll= 1( uiu; l)et, with each 
Ui=l+xiyi, ui = 1+ yixi, e,= *l, 
where xi E B, yi E A, and ui (hence also oi) belongs to GL,(B). Then 
Butif XEB, yEA,and u=l+xyEGL,(B),then 
[ 
1+xy 
0 O -q=[ -,‘r-, ;I[; ;I[: !I[; -;-lx] (1+ YX) 
belongs to LULU. And, as in the relative Whitehead lemma (see [2, p. 227]), 
[; .“1]=[ -i-l !][A all][: :I[: a-;-1) 
belongs to LULU. n 
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4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 UNDER CONDITION (lb) 
Denote by H the set of all E in S, for which q( E(Y) = w3( a) for all cx in 
S,. Then H is a subgroup of S,. By Lemma 7(a), U c H. 
Assume condition (lb) holds. Then for any (Y in S, and any y’ in L, there 
exists an element y of L for which y’ay and cuy both belong to S,U. By 
Lemma 7(d), we conclude that L c H. 
As in Lemma 2.2 of [8], E,+l(A, B) is contained in the subgroup of S, 
generated by L and U, whenever n > 2. So under condition (lb), 
&+,(A, B) c H. 
Taking (Y = I,, 1, we see that w3 kills H, and hence also E,+l(A, B). 
Since wg restricts to the canonical map 
W(B) --, %(B)/V,(A, B), 
it follows that 
En+&% B)nGL,(B) c V,,(A, B). 
The reverse containment is well known (see [14]). n 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
LEMMA 15. Suppose XEB, YE A, z~l+ B, u =x + z + ryz, and 
v = x + 2 + zyr. Then: 
(a) u E CL,(B) ifand only ifv E GL,(B). 
(b) Zf u E GL,(B), then uo-1 E E,(A, B), so that wd,(U) = wd,(u). 
(4 V,(A, B) c W,(A, B). 
Proof. When B = A, all these statements (as well as Theorem 2) are 
proved on pp. 296-297 of [lo]. So for unrestricted B, u E GL,(A) if and 
only if 2) E GL,( A). Since GL,( A) n(1 + II) = GL,( B), part (a) follows. 
To prove (b), consider the matrix 
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When u E GL,( B), we have 
[ 
1 0 1 [ 0 u a -d(lfxy) = 1 t 1 - yx - yxyz 1 ’ 
where t = - yxy - (1 - yx - yxyz)u-‘(l+ .ry) belongs to - 1 -t B. Using 
the fact that (1 + xy)u = ~(1 + yx), we get tu = - 1. 
Therefore 
a 
[ -u-‘;l+xy) 1 0 
“][ 1 v(l-Y;-YXYZ)] = [f I;]. 
Since 
modulo E,( A, B), this equation becomes 
[Y :I = k :I[-: :I[:, :I 
0 1 = [ I -1 0 
modulo E,(A, B). So 
[;; uq=[;: !!,]=[: ;I[-: ;I-’ 
belongs to E,(A, B). By the Whitehead lemma (see [2, p. 227]), 
modulo E,( A, B), proving (b). 
To prove part (c), choose any x in A and y in B for which 1 + xy E 
GL,(B). Then (l+ xy)(l+ yx)-l = (x + z’+ xy’z’)(x + z’+ z’y’~)-~ be- 
longs to W,( A, B), where z’ = 1 and y’ = y - 1. n 
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Suppose now that sr( B) = 1. By Lemma 11, 
GL,(B) c IL nGL,(B)]S,. 
LEMMA 16. Sqqrose cr~GLs(I3), ~E’L~GL,(B), and yaps,. Then 
w,(p) = w3(a) module W,( A, B). 
Proof. Let 
(y= a b [ 1 c d and y = 1 0 [ 1 c’ 1’ 
where c’ E B. Assume ya E S,, so that d + c’b E GL,(B). 
Case 1. Suppose c = 1 = d + c’b. Since 
belongs to UD, it follows from the definition of ws that w3((y) = 
wr(a - b - ac’b). By direct computation, w,(ycu) = wr(a - b - bc’a). And 
a - b - ac’b = a - b - bc’a module W,(A, B). 
Case 2. Only suppose c = 1. Set u = (d + c/b)-‘. By Lemma 7(b), 
By Lemma 4(a), 
And by case 1, 
w,(ya[; :I) =-3($ :I). 
Thus w r( yar) = ws( (u). 
Gene7aZcase. Thelastrow(c,d)of cuisrightunimodularandc,d-1 
E B. Since sr(B”p) = sr( B) = 1, there exists y in 1 + B for which c + dy E 
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GL,( B) (see Lemma 10). Set u = (c + dy)- ‘. By Lemma 4(a), 
By Lemma 7(b), 
and by case 2, 
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Thus wr( ya) = w3( a) as required. n 
Now we can complete the proof of Theorem 2. The group W,( A, B) is a 
normal subgroup of GL,( B) because it contains V,( A, B), hence also 
[GL,( B),GL,( B)]. Consider the map 
w:GL,(B) +GL,(B)/W,(A, B) 
defined by w(a) = ws( a)W,( A, B). 
Suppose y E L nGL,(B) and ar E GL,(B). Since sr(J3) = 1, there exists 
y’ E L nGL,(B) for which y’ar E S,. By two applications of Lemma 16, 
ws(ya) = wr((y’y-‘)~a) = w,(y’cy) = ws(o). So w(ya) = w(a). By Lemma 
7(a), W(E(Y) = w(a) f or any E in UD and (Y in GL,(B). Since sr(B) = 1, the 
group GL,( B) is generated by UD and L nGL,( B). So w is a group 
homomorphism. Then by Lemma 14(a), w vanishes on &(A, B). Since w 
restricts to the canonical map on GL,(B), it follows that 
E,(A,B)nGL,(B) cWl(A,B). 
The reverse containment follows from Lemma 15(b). This proves Theorem 2, 
because stabilization 
GL,( B) + GL,(B)/E,(A, B) = K,( A, B) 
is surjective [if sr( B) = 11, with kernel &(A, B)nGL,(B). 
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6. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 UNDER CONDITION (lc) 
In view of Theorem 2, it suffices to prove that V,(A, B) = W,(A, B). 
Suppose rEB, YEA, z~l+B, u=x+z+ryzEGLi(B),and u=x+z 
-+- zyr. It is enough to prove that u0-l E V,(A, B). 
Consider the matrix 
in E,(A, B). If t E 1+ B, set u(t) = 1c + t + xyt = x + (1+ xy)t. Assume 
u(t) E GL,( B), and hence also u(t) = x + t + tyx E GL,(B). By Lemma 
7(b), 
w3w=w3(a[: yj. 
Now if 
[ 1 ; ; ES,=LGL,(B), 
and c E GL,(B), then 
-3([: :]j=w1[[ -: y][; (y][: I;li 
= w,(cac-‘d - cb). 
Applying this, 
where we have used the identity 
(l+xy)(x+t+tyx)=(x+t+xyt)(l+yx). 
By condition (lc), u(t,) E GL,( B) for some to E GL,(B). Then 
wl(u(z)u(z) -‘) = W,(fx) = wl(u(to)u(to) -‘). 
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So we1 = u(z)v(z)-’ = u(t,,)u(+,-’ modulo V,(A, B). But u(t,) = x + to 
+ xyto = [1+ x(t,-’ + y)]t, = t,[1+ (t;’ + y)r] = x + to + toyx = U(q)), 
module V,( A, B). Therefore uu-’ E V,(A, B). n 
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
Let us prove first that sr(A) = 1. Indeed, let a, a’, r, y be elements of A 
with a’a + xy = 1. For any element u of A, ~‘(a + u) + xy = 1 + a’u. Choose 
u as in condition (3). Then a’+xy(a+ u)-‘= (l+a’u)(a+ u)-le 
GL,( A). Thus for any a’, z in A with a’A + xA = A, there exists t in A 
[namely t = y(u + u)-‘1 with (a’+ ti)A = A. This means sr( A”P) = 1. So, 
by Theorem 2 of [ 151, sr( A) = 1. 
Since sr( I?) < sr(A) = 1 and condition (lc) holds, we know that 
GL,(B)/V,(A, B) z K,(A, B), by Theorem 1. To prove that V,(A, B) = 
[GL,(A),GL,(B)], take any x in B and y in A for which l+ xy E GL,(B). 
By condition (3) with a =y and a’= (l+ xy)-‘x, there is some u in 
A for which U, y + u, and 1 +(l+ xy)-‘XU belong to GL,(A). So in 
GL,(A) module [GL,(A),GL,(B)], we have 1+ x(y + u) = (y + U) 
[l + x(y + u)](y + u)-’ = 1 + (y + u)x and 1 + (1 + xy)-‘xu = 
1 + x(1 + yx)-‘u = (l+ yx-‘)u[l + x(1 + yx)-‘u][1+ yx-‘)u]-’ = 1+ 
(1 + yr)-‘ux. Therefore 1 + ry = [l + x(y + u)][l + (1 + ry)-‘xu]-’ = 
[l+(y+u)x][l+(1+yx)~‘ux]~‘=l+yxmodulo[GL,(A),GL,(B)].Thus 
(1+ xy)(l+ yr)-’ E [GL,(A),GL,(B)] as required. n 
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